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Continuously improve with operational efficiency

Inflexible back-end core banking systems negatively impact the ease of use and speed sought from 
digital apps that have been built for better customer experience. To better match expectations to 
reality, banks must re-examine their operational processes to create frictionless servicing that pro-
vides the experience customers expect. While bank IT budgets often spend heavily on maintenance, 
banking system leaders can still take advantage of new approaches to modernize that  
save money.

The use of automation to streamline operations is no longer a job only for IT. Tailoring to private, 
virtual, or public infrastructure, container technology provides self-service for process re-engineering 
and analyst staff to define business processes that reflect customer journeys without IT involvement. 
With access to the tools they need, employees are free to define business processes themselves, 
which automatically update to the shared pool of business definitions. And as part of an open tech-
nology environment, process automation can be defined with insights gathered from embedded algo-
rithms into transaction streams.

The investment to significantly improve the cost to serve customers is larger than the new  
efficiency savings. With experience in running the business while improving it, we have put  
together the following checklist to help assess your needs and determine your priorities for  
renewed operational efficiency.

Operating model

Defining business processes to reflect streamlined servicing for the digital customer journey requires 
examining past methods.

• Do the processes and procedures for operations reflect historic analog operations or can you 
remove steps in the process that are no longer relevant to a digital experience? 

• Are there operating model policies that are not consistently digitized? 

• Can you rank the risk volume ratio of operational processes across lines of business from low  
to high?

Technology foundation

Efficiency gains are typically driven by automation that streamlines current activity to near real-time 
speeds while also meeting regulatory controls and internal policies. Doing all simultaneously depends 
on the flexibility of the technology foundation used for operational efficiency. 

• Are your analysts able to request and gain access to software without IT involvement?

• Can you migrate your operational processes to a private or public cloud provider?

• Can you create new services that cross organizational boundaries to provide better  
customer experiences?

Checklist

Executive checklist:  
Operational efficiency
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New capabilities      

Banks struggle with inefficiencies compared to digital-first competitors who release new or  
expanded services within days as opposed to weeks or months. Increasing the speed to market  
is aided by smart automation. 

• Are you taking advantage of digitized methods for know your customer (KYC) instead of continuing 
to use historic, manual methods?

• Have you linked automated decisioning with predictive measures to expedite account servicing?

• Are you exposing your predictions and machine-learned insights as services to be included in trans-
action streams and servicing operations?

Measuring value

Lowering the cost of business and sustaining efficiencies are essential in order to continue to grow 
profitability. Redirecting investments and resources to continuous innovation initiatives means track-
ing successes.

• Can you put your operational insights into production while they are still relevant?

• Are the number of servicing requests that require human intervention decreasing over time?

• Are you seeing improvement across operational divisions, including credit, fraud, payments,  
and others? 

Learn more

Red Hat helps banking operations to modularly renew their business to gain operational efficiency 
that is aligned to modern customer expectations. One leading European bank has achieved its objec-
tive of increasing operational efficiency, now running over 40% of their workloads on 5% of its infra-
structure.1 See how we can help you get started at https://go.redhat.com/financial.

 1 https://www.redhat.com/en/about/press-releases/deutsche-bank-activates-digital-transformation-red-hat
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